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Introduction

• What is the research question? The question of  this project is “what is an effective sample 
survey method to obtain an estimation of  the total number and proportion of  single 
housing units in a neighborhood?”

• What is the population to be sampled?: A case study of  the surveyor’s neighborhood---the 
South Tabor neighborhood of  Portland, Oregon--- will be conducted.

• What will be measured?: Areas designated as plots by the City of  Portland will be measured 
with 1/0 responses depending on whether or not a single family unit is on the plot.

• Why is the sample being taken?: The surveyor is passionate about Portland, Oregon and her 
neighborhood, and has a personal interest in learning more about where she lives.



Sampling Design

• What are the elements?: The elements are plots of  land with distinct boundaries as 
marked by the City of  Portland.

• What is the population?: The population is the collection of  plots that make up the 
South Tabor neighborhood. The area that constitutes the population is bordered by 
SE Division Street to the north, SE 82nd Street to the east, SE Powell Boulevard to 
the south, and SE 52nd Street to the west.

• What are the sampling units?: The sampling units are blocks.  The blocks may be a 
regularly or irregularly shaped area with an identifiable geographical boundary.  The 
blocks were numbered by the surveyor in the frame. 

• What is the frame?: The frame was obtained from the website portlandmaps.com.  



The Frame of  the South Tabor Neighborhood 

in Portland, Oregon



Census Data and One Stage Cluster Sample Size 

Determination for Probabilities Proportional to Size

Total Plots Total Single 

Family Units

Proportion 

of  Single 

Units

δ used in 

sample size 

determinatio

n

2209 1919 .8687 2.23

n=(Nδ2)/((ND)+δ2)

Let B=100

D=B2/4N2=1002/(4(1362))=.135

n=(136*2.232)/((136*.135)+2.232)=28.985 ↑ 30

• The macro pps was used with the seed=40567 to 

generate a random sample of  blocks from the census

data

yi versus mi for the population



Single Stage Cluster Sampling Using 

Probabilities Proportional to Size Results

• μ(hat)pps=(1/n)∑Ӯi

=(1/30)[0.9375+0.7586+…0.71429]=0.8762

• V (hat) (u(hat)pps)=(1/(n(n-1)))∑(Ӯi-μ(hat)pps)
2

=(1/(30(29)))[0.00375+0.01382+…+0.02622]--->B=0.042

• ῖ (hat)pps=(M/n)∑Ӯi

=(2209/30)[0.9375+0.7586+…0.71429]=1935.564

• V (hat) (ῖ(hat)pps)=(M2/(n(n-1))∑(Ӯi-μ(hat)pps)
2

=(22092/(30*29))[0.00375+0.01382+…+0.02622]--->B=93.707

• See appendix for SAS code and results



Two Stage Cluster Sample Size Determination 

for Probabilities Proportional to Size

• Pilot Study           SAS Results for 

δw
2 and δb

2

• m=√(δw
2 /δb

2) =√(23.8534/543.41)=.2095↑21%

Therefore, 21% within clusters will be sampled

• The desire is to use the same random sample of  

blocks that was used in One Stage Clustering

• n=30, or 22% of  the total clusters

(V (hat)( μ (hat) )))=(1/n)(δb
2+(δw

2 /m))

=(1/.22)(543.41+(23.8534/.21))=2986.35

--->B=110



Two stage Cluster Sampling Using Probabilities 

Proportional to Size Results

• μ (hat)pps=(1/n)∑Ӯi

=(1/30)[4/4+4/7+…+3/3]=.8685

• V (hat)( μ (hat)pps) =(1/[(n(n-1)])∑(Ӯi- μ (hat)pps )
2

=(1/[30(29)])[(1-.8685)2+(.5714-.8685)2+…(1-.8685)2]

=(1/30)(.19222)0.00123--->B=0.070

• ῖ (hat)pps=(M/n) ∑Ӯi

=(2209)(.8685)=1918.62

• V (hat)( ῖ (hat)pps)=(M2/[(n(n-1)])∑(Ӯi- μ (hat)pps )
2

=(22092/[30(29)])[(1-.8685)2+(.5714-.8685)2+…(1-
.8685)2]=(22092/30)(.1922)2=6008.65--->B=155.03

• See appendix for SAS code and results



What if  a SRS of  blocks was used instead of  

Probabilities Proportional to Size?

• The macro srs was used to generate a 
SRS of  30 blocks from the census 
data.  A seed=9101112 was used.

• The macro ratio was used to generate 
the estimate of  the total and 
proportion of  single housing units

• The results were ῖ(hat) =1582.13 with 
B=85.0135 and μ (hat) =.8725 with 
B=.0469



Summary of  Findings of  Total and Proportion of  Single 

Family Units in the South Tabor Neighborhood

ῖ (Hat) B (ῖ Hat) μ (hat) B (μ hat) Technical 

Evaluation

1 Stage PPS 1935.564 93.707 .8762 .042 

2 Stage PPS 1918.62 155.03 .8685 .070 

1 Stage SRS 1582.13 85.0135 .8725 .0469 

ῖ μ

census 1919 .8687



Conclusions

The pps method is the favored approach for this dataset.  This project strongly supports the statement found in STAT422’s text 
on page 291:

“We now have three estimators of  the population total in cluster sampling: the ratio estimator, the unbiased estimator, and the 
pps estimator.  How do we know which is best?  Here are some guidelines for answering this question.

If  yi is uncorrelated with mi, then the unbiased estimator is better than either of  the other two.

If  yi is positively correlated with mi, then the ratio and pps estimators are more precise than the unbiased estimator.

The pps estimator is better than the ratio estimator if  the within-cluster variation does not change with changing mi.

The ratio estimator is better than the pps estimator if  the within-cluster variation increases with increasing mi.”

Reference: Elementary Survey Sampling, Scheaffer, Mendenhall III, Ott, 6th Edition, 2006.



Conclusions

• For future studies in obtaining estimates of  plot types in neighborhoods where the 

within cluster variation does not change as the number of  plots increases in the 

blocks, one and two stage clustering with probability proportional to size sampling 

is recommended

• Two stage clustering would require less measurements as compared with one stage 

clustering

• When an acceptable method is chosen, the surveyor learned to trust the methods 

learned in STAT422 within the confidence interval assigned by doing this project


